
The brainchild of Swedish guitarist/composer Samuel 

Hällkvist, Variety of Loud is a truly international band 

with a solid musical reputation. Samuel has established 

himself as one of the most creative and fearless guitar-

ists to ever come out of Sweden. 

With a contemporary progressive outlook on guitar 

playing and a healthy sense of lack of respect, Samuel’s 

flexibility and openness has made him an in-demand 

musician and award winning bandleader. Among the 

musicians Samuel has performed with are Tony Levin, 

Trey Gunn, Morgan Ågren, Jakko Jakszyk and Swedish 

chamber rock band Isildurs Bane.

Among the members of the band, we find legendary 

King Crimson drummer Pat Mastelotto, certainly one of 

the foremost keepers of the true progressive drumming 

flame with his unique and imaginative approach to mix 

acoustic drums with electronics. 

Not to be left behind, the other members of Variety of 

Loud are top musicians from the fields of contemporary 

jazz, avant-garde rock and performance art.

What you hear on the self-titled album is music without 

compromises but a given for anybody who has a record 

collection that comprises Béla Bartók, Steve Coleman, 

King Crimson, Mr Bungle and Ennio Morricone. This is 

contemporary music. Distinct and uncompromising yet 

emotional with an athletic beauty.

Samuel Hallkvist would give a psychologist 
making a study of guitarists’ behavioural 
patterns no end of research material.
Rob Adams, Herald Scotland

Blending jazz, rock and country, with radio 
samples in the mix, Hällkvist’s songs have 
a cinematic feel, with some sounding as 

though they could have been the score to 
a David Lynch film.
Teresa Sampson, sentimentalistmag.com

If Attention Deficit Disorder needs a sound-
track, Samuel Hällkvist is the man to see. 
threeweeks.co.uk

Samuel Hällkvist Variety of Loud

Samuel Hällkvist – guitars and other stringed instruments

Pat Mastelotto – drums, electronics and percussion

Pete Drungle – keyboards

Stefan Pasborg – drums

Mai Ueda – voice 
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Samuel Hällkvist: “When I composed the mu-
sic for the album, the guiding words for me 
were ‘asymmetrical dance music’. I wanted to 
lose control and trust what the other musicians 
could bring to the table. The result was some-
thing I didn’t expect.”


